Victorian Reading List

*Required Reading
* Arnold, Matthew. Culture and Anarchy. The Function of Criticism at the Present Time
* Brontë, Charlotte. Villette
* Brontë, Emily. Wuthering Heights
* Browning, Elizabeth Barrett. Aurora Leigh
* Carlyle, Thomas. Sartor Resartus. Past and Present
* Collins, Wilkie. The Moonstone
* Dickens, Charles. Bleak House
* Eliot, George. Middlemarch
* Field, Michael. Selections from Michael Field: The Poet
* Gaskell, Elizabeth. North and South
* Gilbert, W. S. Patience
* Hardy, Thomas. Tess of d’Urbervilles
* Pater, Walter. Marius the Epicurean. The Renaissance
* Pater, Arthur Wing. The Second Mrs. Tanqueray
* Schreiner, Olive. The Story of an African Farm.
* Stoker, Bram. Dracula.
* Thackeray, William Makepeace. Vanity Fair
* Trollope, Anthony. The Way We Live Now.
* Wilde, Oscar. The Picture of Dorian Gray. The Critic As Artist
General Criticism
2) Bristow, Joseph. *The Fin-de-Siècle Poem: English Literary Culture and the 1890s.*
3) Miller, D.A. *The Novel and the Police*
4) Houghton, Walter E. *The Victorian Frame of Mind.*
5) Gallagher, Catherine. *The Industrial Reformation of English Fiction*
7) Cronin, Richard. *Romantic Victorians: English Literature, 1824-40*
8) Flint, Kate, *The Victorians and the Visual Imagination*
9) Beer, Gillian. *Darwin's Plots: Evolutionary Narrative in Darwin, George Eliot and Nineteenth-Century Fiction*
10) Marcus, Steven. *The Other Victorians: A Study of Sexuality and Pornography in Mid-Nineteenth-Century England*